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flexible solutions for
your business needs

FCAD is a one-stop-shop for all of your
CAD Conversion needs. FCAD converts
any original CAD document to a perfectly
accurate multi-layer electronic CAD drawing. FCAD specializes in all forms of CAD
conversion, CAD format conversion, CAD
design, blueprint conversion, and Vectorization of CAD drawings.

The advantages of using FCAD’s CAD
conversion services are:



The final output is editable and would
be in DXF or DWG format because we
create the drawing as a new file.



FCAD can create as many layers as
you require. FCAD generate separate
layers for dimensions, text, body, hidden lines, and centerlines, etc.

FCAD specialized CAD conversion techniques can make your engineering, plumbing, electrical, fire protection, HVAC and 
other M&E designs including architectural
designs look extremely professional and 
accurate. FCAD experienced CAD conversion specialists can execute your job over
night.
FCAD will give you the best CAD conversion and CAD format conversion results at
very competitive prices. Approach FCAD
with your CAD projects and drawings,
FCAD would process them and have them
delivered to you overnight or even sooner.
Hundreds of clients have demanded
high-quality CAD conversion services
sulting in their increased productivity,
proved client relations and seen an
provement in their overall business.

A text is separated and has its own
layer and is recognizable as text.
Dimensions are intact and are shown
by a separate layer.
FCAD uses blocks for different entities
(doors, windows, plumbing fixtures,
electrical fixtures, etc.).

FCAD has years of experience in CAD
conversion, CAD format conversion, and
CAD Vectorization. These days, companies
and clients are becoming more and more
reliant on precise and easy digital formatour ting of their blueprints or CAD drawings.
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